Image quality of the temporal bone window examined by transcranial Doppler sonography and correlation with postmortem computed tomography measurements.
The major limitation of native transcranial colour-coded duplex sonography (TCCS) in older stroke patients is the relatively frequent occurrence of an insufficient temporal window. Our goal was to investigate the relationship between the in vivo Doppler ultrasound image quality of the temporal bone, and computed tomography (CT)-determined thickness, density, and homogeneity of cadaver temporal bone. Thirty-three moribund neurological patients who eventually died were examined by TCCS using the transtemporal approach. The sonographer categorized the quality of the TCCS image (excellent, intermediate, and poor). During autopsy, a rectangular sample of the temporal squama was removed, which corresponded to the area of the in vivo acoustic window. The thickness of the whole temporal bone, cortical, and cancellous (= diploe) bone as well as the density and homogeneity were determined by high-resolution CT. Thirty-seven temporal bones were obtained. The quality of the acoustic window was classified as excellent in 13, intermediate in 6 and poor in 18 cases. A significant correlation between the complete bone thickness, as well as between the absolute thickness of the diploe and the quality of the acoustic window was found: the thinner the bone/diploe, the better the colour Doppler signal. The thickness of the cortical plates and the homogeneity of the bones were identical in the three image quality categories. The transtemporal TCCS image quality depends mainly on the thickness of the cancellous component of the temporal bone.